The Current Employment Statistics Survey, administered by the U.S. Bureau of Labor Statistics, publishes total employment estimates for thousands of domains at detailed geographical and industrial levels. Some of these domains do not have adequate sample size for the direct probability sample-based estimates to be reliable. Small area estimation methods are used to integrate information from historical sources and correlated domains to improve estimation efficiency. In this paper, we explore alternatives to the Fay-Herriot two-stage hierarchical model that relax distributional and independence assumptions among random effects indexed by domain and month in order to more fully borrow strength to improve the efficiency of published employment estimates. We compare the performances of our alternative models on both synthetic data and in application to estimates from the Current Employment Statistics survey.
Introduction
Complex surveys usually produce reliable estimates for given sets of population targets. However, at more detailed levels than planned at the design stage, domain-indexed sample sizes may be small, thus rendering the purely sample-based direct domain estimates that are erratic. Model-based approaches to improve estimates in such "unplanned" domains form a wide collection of techniques within Small Area Estimation (SAE) methods (see Pfeffermann, 2002 , 2013 , Rao and Molina, 2015 , for review of SAE).
We consider application of small area modeling techniques to employment estimates from the Current Employment Statistics (CES) survey, which is administered by the U.S. Bureau of Labor Statistics (BLS). CES is a large-scale establishment survey that publishes monthly estimates of employment and other indicators of the US economy at the national total level, as well as for thousands of domains at detailed geographical and industrial levels. Sample is scarce in many of these domains, so that direct sample-based estimates are volatile and unreliable, and model-based estimation is required.
The classical Fay-Herriot model (Fay and Herriot, 1979) has been successfully applied for the CES estimates at the States' major industry levels (supersectors) 2 . In this paper, we study estimation at detailed industry levels, where the Fay-Herriot model assumptions may not hold. While striving to maintain the general simplicity and computational scalability of the two-level model, we introduce a suite of alternative formulations: each proposed model relaxes and generalizes some of the Fay-Herriot assumptions.
The Fay-Herriot model may be viewed as a special and relatively simple case of the general linear mixed model. In this sense, the multitude of existing models falling into the class of the general linear mixed models can be regarded as generalizations of the Fay-Herriot model, such as the time series and cross-sectional models of Pfeffermann and Burck (1990) , Rao and Yu (1994) , Datta et al. (2002) (see Rao and Molina, 2015 , for more examples, including the multivariate Fay-Herriot and spatial models.)
We adopt the Bayesian paradigm for model development and view the Fay-Herriot model as a hierarchical Bayes formulation. Our approach develops a sequence of related models, where each model relaxes some assumptions of the base Fay-Herriot model, thus providing a study of how progressively relaxing distributional and independence assumptions of the Fay-Herriot model may improve estimation efficiency. Our models are related by uses of similarly constructed prior distributions for relaxing independence and distributional assumptions to promote ease-of-comprehension and comparison. The Bayesian approach we choose provides associated variance measures for our model-based estimators that account for the uncertainties in the parameter estimates.
Our models are implemented in Stan modeling language (Gelman et al., 2015) using a Variational Bayes (Kucukelbir et al. 2016) algorithm. The Stan code is easy to read and implement. See the computation Section 4.1 for discussion and details.
We begin exposition of our models by first observing that the distribution of the residuals for our CES data expresses heavy tails, so we relax the assumption of normality of the sampling errors by replacing it with the Student's t distribution (which is also considered by Huang and Bell, 2006) .
We proceed by further relaxing the assumption of normality of area random effects (where the random effect is a latent response that we extract as denoised estimates) by replacing the normal distribution prior with a finite mixture of the normal distributions. In the case of CES data, it is reasonable to expect that subgroups of industries or localities to express diverging employment trends. If those differences are clear cut, then it may be appropriate to include this information in the model; however, more typically there is no a priori information for defining and labeling the subgroups, since underlying economic drivers of employment continue to evolve. Thus, by assuming a mixture distribution prior, we let the data determine the probabilities of belonging to various clusters for each of the participating domains.
We further consider several multivariate versions of the models, thus borrowing information both cross-sectionally (as is in the Fay-Herriot case) and over time. Rao and Yu (1994) , among others, considered similar setup. Their assumptions are different from our approach, most notably in the area random effects distribution, where our model allows for clustered random effects. Similar to the Rao-Yu model, the multivariate formulation also captures autocorrelations in sampling errors.
Our models are applied to the real CES data and results are evaluated using comparison to the external "gold standard" derived from the Quarterly Census of Employment and Wages (QCEW), another BLS program. While timeliness of the estimates is a special feature of the CES survey, QCEW is an important source that provides a census of employment based on the administrative data. The census counts from QCEW become available to the public on a lagged (6 -9 month) basis. Due to its administrative nature and the quarterly reporting pattern, QCEW is affected by measurement error, although it does not contain sampling error as does CES. Despite these drawbacks, QCEW plays an important role for the CES survey, providing it with the sampling frame and the annual benchmark levels, as well as the historical series that can be used for research.
Besides using QCEW levels for comparison with the modeling results, we also investigate properties of the models based on simulations. We construct synthetic data by adding noise to the QCEW series, i.e., by treating the QCEW series as truth not affected by the sampling error.
In Section 2, we describe features of the CES estimation. Models are introduced in Section 3. Our models are applied to both CES and synthetic data in Section 4. We conclude with a summary discussion in Section 5.
CES Data Construction
Estimates of employment from the CES survey are published every month at the national level (across industries defined by the North American Industry Classification System (NAICS)) as well as for a multitude of domains constructed from combinations geographies and sub-industries.
We now briefly describe how the CES data are transformed to perform estimation. For a given month, t , the target of the CES estimation is the change in employment from the previous to current month, for various domains, 
The associated sample based estimator of the relative change is where jt y is the employment of business j at time t , j w is the sampling weight of unit j , and
s is a set of units sampled in domain i that respond and provide positive employment inputs in both previous and current months to provide a "matched" set of respondents. The presence of matched sets of sampled units is typically high from one month to another but there are also unmatched units. In particular, monthly sets of respondents do not include neither emerging ("births") nor the discontinued ("deaths") businesses. The sample estimate ,i t r expresses a slight bias due to its inability to account for births and deaths. To obtain the estimate of employment level, the following formula is used that includes the bias correction term , 
We construct expression (3) to produce estimated employment as,
where ,0 i Y is a known "benchmark" employment level at month 0, available on a lagged basis from the Quarterly Census of Employment and Wages (QCEW). Every year, the estimation cycle starts at month 0 and after twelve months the CES estimated employment
Y is compared to the census data, QCEW, that become available with a lag of about 6 to 9 months. At that point, the levels are revised (in a procedure commonly known as the annual revision), and a new cycle of estimation starts with this true census level as the new month 0. Employment seasonal patterns in the QCEW are affected by the quarterly submission of administrative data provided by units (business establishments). CES estimates are unaffected by this quarterly seasonal influence due to a monthly submission cycle. So we may not compare monthly QCEW and CES estimates, which is discussed, in detail, in Section 4. Nevertheless, the annual levels from QCEW are consider "gold standard" and the quality of the CES employment estimates of levels are judged based on the size of the annual revision that benchmark to the QCEW.
To summarize, each month we are interested in estimating the ratios , i t R defined by (1).
The estimators ,i t R are calculated directly from the sample data using formulas (2), (3), and (4). These ratios, along with their respective sampling variances , As mentioned in the introduction, the Fay-Herriot model is currently implemented in CES for State-level estimates for industry supersectors. The model is fitted separately for each supersector. The model-based estimates are published only for selected States that have small samples in a given supersector.
The current paper describes the endeavor in extending the model for application to the detailed industrial series within States.
The proposed models
Our goal is to explore the modeling of domains defined at more detailed levels. Some assumptions of the Fay-Herriot model employed for those broader (coarser) level industry domains may not hold at the lower, sub-industry levels. The different structure of the detailed-level data potentially requires different modeling formulations to more efficiently borrow information across domains as well as among repeated monthly measures. Candidate models must, however, remain computationally scalable to support the tight monthly production process and be relatively straightforward for ease-of-explanation to BLS customers. We, therefore, restrict ourselves to the basic construction of an observed process and a latent response process constructed by the Fay-Herriot. For modeling, the data is standardized as described above in Section 2.
Model 1 (FH): The Fay-Herriot Model
The first model considered is the usual Fay-Herriot model. ,
where the sample errors are assumed to be independent and normally distributed with mean zero and variances
Random effects are independent and identically normally distributed variables with mean zero and variance
Parameters 0 ,
 are unknown and need to be estimated from the data.
Model 2 (FHt): Student's t-distributed sampling errors
In the Fay-Herriot model, an important assumption stated in (8) is that the sampling errors are normally distributed. The normality assumption may not hold, especially when the domain sample sizes are small, thus precluding invocation of the Central Limit Theorem. In addition, the ratio form of the direct survey estimator (4) suggests that survey errors have heavier tails than those of the normal distribution. Indeed, for the estimator used in CES, it has been observed that, while the distribution of the survey errors is nearly symmetric, the tails of the distribution are much heavier than under the normality (see Figure 1 .) Therefore, we consider a modification of the Fay-Herriot model by assuming the Student's t distribution over the sampling errors. We introduce latent parameters i  to model the t distribution as the scale mixture of the normal distributions (Huang and Bell, 2006 , considered similar assumptions).
In summary, Model 2 keeps assumptions (6), (7), and (9) and replaces assumption (8) by (10) and (11):
parameter i  has the inverse gamma distribution with the scale and shape parameters 2 :
where parameter  represents the degree of freedoms of the Student's t distribution. Under this construction, integrating over the random effects i  induces a marginal t distribution for the errors. (The integration is performed numerically under our estimation procedure discussed in Section 4).
Model 3 (CFHt): Clustered random effects
Assumption (9) that random effects are independent and identically distributed as normal may not hold.
Sub-industry and sub-State domain CES employment estimates would be expected to be correlated due to underlying similarities in economic factors. That dependence may be captured by a (probabilistic) clustering within each State or larger industry classification.
To account for the possibility of dependence across domains, our next model allows for clustering among them by replacing the assumption of independent and identically distributed normal random effects with a mixture of the normal distributions.
Namely, assume the following Model 3:
Assumptions (12)- (15) are similar to (6), (7), (10), (11), except that the linear model (13) has no intercept term; instead, the distribution of random effects is parameterized with the location parameter vector 
Random effects
where k  is the probability of belonging to the mixture part k , 1,...,
Under (17), as the number of clusters K goes to infinity, the concentration parameter K  approaches zero, and model (16) for the random effect approaches the Dirichlet process mixture model (see Neal 2000) . In practice, the maximum number of mixture components K is supplied by the modeler and can be set to some number larger than the number of components expected in the data. As K increases, the inverted bell-shaped form of the Dirichlet distribution becomes more pronounced, thus penalizing complexity by encouraging sparsity in the number of non-zero mixture components estimated by the data. This construction allows the data to learn the number of true clusters or mixture components.
Model 4 (mFHt): Multiple time points, independent sampling errors
The Fay-Herriot model is simple and easy to implement in the CES production environment. While we would like to avoid unduly complicated models, we weigh the potential improvement in estimation efficiency from extending our modeling options to include multiple time points. This modeling extension to multiple time points would allow borrowing information not only over domains for a given month but also across months.
To formulate the multiple time points model, we introduce additional index 1,..., t T  
,
,~,
Assumptions (18)- (21) are similar to the assumptions of the FHt model.
Assume a proper conditional autoregressive (CAR) structure for the precision matrix of multivariate Gaussian priors on the random effects and model coefficients:
In the above formulas, symbol T N signifies the multivariate T-dimensional Gaussian distribution.
The T x T adjacency matrix Ω specifies the dependence structure. It has nonzero elements in positions   , i j wherever domain i is the "neighbor" of domain j and 0's in all other places. In our model, 1's appear in the first off-diagonals of the adjacency matrix to capture time-based dependence on a line,
The entries of the diagonal matrix D depend on the number of "neighbors" specified in matrix Ω ; namely, each entry in the diagonal equals the sum of the row elements of Ω .
In our first-order CAR model, the first and last months of estimation each have 1 less "neighbor" than the other months (which each have a preceding and following month as neighbors). This difference in the number of neighbors is encoded in the diagonal of matrix D , where the first and last entries are 1's and the rest are 2's. The implication is that the estimated precisions for the first and last months are lower compared to other months:
Thus, precision matrices u Q and  Q in formulas (22) and (23) are the tridiagonal matrices with zero entries outside the diagonal and first off-diagonals. Parameters u  ,   are precision parameters that determine the scale of the CAR prior and u  ,   represent the strength of correlations between the adjacent months, and also serve to ensure that the precision matrix is of full rank (Jin et al., 2005 , discuss the structure of the precision matrices.) The support of these strength of correlation parameters is between 0 and 1, where a value near 0 indicates there is no dependence and the prior on the random effects and regression coefficients revert to independent normals with precisions controlled by the number of neighbors and the precision parameters. As the strength of correlation parameters approaches 1, the autocorrelation increases. These parameters receive uniform priors
, which are updated by the data.
The same specifications for T x T Ω and D matrices are used in all remaining models that follow in the sequel.
Model 5 (mFHtc): Multiple time points, correlated sampling errors
In Model 4 above, we assume existence of a dependence structure among the T repeated measures in time for each latent response (indexed by domain), which we model under a CAR multivariate Gaussian prior. The sampling errors are, however, assumed to be independent in Model 4. The sampling errors may express correlation, however, since the sets of sampled units that compose each domain largely overlap across the set of repeated measures. In the case of CES, previous research (Scott et al., 2012 , Scott and Sverchkov, 2005 , Gershunskaya, 2015 shows that there is small negative correlation between the sample estimates of relative employment change in adjacent months. The negative sign of the correlation is related to the construction of the form for the estimator as the ratio of highly correlated estimates of employment levels.
Briefly, let 
, 
Assume that random effects come from the mixture distribution:
We note that each mixture component, k , is indexed by both its own mean and variance under this construction, which is more flexible than the use of a common variance under Model 3.
In fitting the above models, for the rest of the parameters, we choose proper priors with hyperparameter values that are easily updated by the data. Namely, the prior distribution 
Applications to CES data and simulation study

Computation
We used the Automatic Differentiation Variational Inference (ADVI) algorithm (Kucukelbir et al., 2015) implemented in RStan V2.9.0 package, which is the R interface for the Stan modeling language (Gelman et al., 2015) , to implement our models. The variational inference ADVI scheme, implemented in Stan, factors the joint posterior distribution for the set of model parameters and employs a normal distribution for each distribution component after transforming the support for the associated parameter to the real line. The approximate posterior is then estimated using gradient-descent method to minimize the "error lower bound" (ELBO) derived from minimizing the Kullback-Leibler divergence between the approximate density and the true distribution. The Jacobians for the inverse transformations of the parameters are carried along in the objective function.
Full Stan scripts for Models 1-6 are given in Appendix. The same script can be used to run Markov Chain Monte Carlo (MCMC) and ADVI algorithms in Stan. The advantage of the ADVI over an MCMC algorithm is that it is relatively fast and scalable. It must be noted that the ADVI algorithm is susceptible to local optima. We conducted a simulation study (not included) to ensure ADVI returns correct parameter values under our prior formulations. In the study, we used parameter values similar to what is expected in CES. A pilot run on the CES data showed that both algorithms returned the same values for our sets of true parameters.
We set the truncation level for maximum number of clusters, K , to 20 in both clustering models (3 and 6), which is sufficiently high since only about 3 to 5 of the cluster probabilities k  's are estimated as non-zero.
Application to CES
Our data are defined for a set of 2233 N  sub-industry-by-State domains; the data series are based on September 2008 as the starting point. We chose this particular year estimation cycle because of the non-trivial employment pattern that occurred during the period of the "great recession", which induced a marked shift in employment trends from previous years.
The survey direct estimates are given by (4). Variances of ,i t R are assumed to be known, as earlier discussed. In the current application, similar to the classical case of Fay and Herriot (1979) , variances were obtained using a generalized variance function approach.
We obtained model estimates , i t R  (based on standardized employment counts) for relative monthly changes for each month over the 12-month estimation period. For the crosssectional Models 1-3, we fit one month of estimates at a time; for Models 4-6, the preceding twelve months of data were used to derive the estimate for a given month , t 1,...,
The estimates of employment levels at month t are obtained from the set of ,
Due to different seasonality patterns between the employment series derived from the administrative QCEW data and CES, the most meaningful comparison of the two series is after 12 months of estimation. Results for each major industry and overall, presented in Table 1 , are based on the mean absolute deviation (MAD):
where ,12 i Y comes from the (QCEW) census data and is used as "the gold standard" for the estimates. Table 1 shows values of MAD for the survey direct estimator and the model-based estimators for each major industry and overall; for each line, the smallest among methods are bold-faced. Judging from the overall results, any of the models considered is an improvement compared to the direct estimator. All models except Model 1 (FH) are designed to curb the effects from outliers occurring in the direct survey estimates. Their overall performances are similar and better than the performance of the FH model. There is a small, but notable, incremental improvement for multivariate models that account for a negatively correlated error structure. We explore this improvement in the simulation study section that follows.
The results also vary by industry. The FHt model is better than FH in most industries, but does worse in some industries, most notably Mining (1000) Turning to multivariate models, mFHt and mFHtc also performed worse than FH in the two industries of Mining and Durable Goods Manufacturing, but performed uniformly better across other industries.
Conclusions on the relative performances of our models are limited by fitting to the CES data because of differences in seasonality, the presence of measurement error in the QCEW we use as the gold standard and because our CES data are a single realization. We next employ a simulation study that corrects for these limitations.
Simulation study
We generated synthetic data based on the "true" census (QCEW) series. We added the Student's t-distributed and correlated noise to QCEW-based ratios 
and the same standardization is used for the simulated data. The plots demonstrate that the CES data density has heavier tails than the tails of the normal distribution and that we have effectively replicated this feature in our simulated data.
A different approach to design the simulation study would be to generate both signal and noise from a model; however, since the true model for signal is unknown, we decided to avoid simulating the signal and use the census data at hand.
There are several advantages in evaluation based on our simulation procedure to generate the synthetic data: (1) simulations allow us to circumvent differences in seasonality between the census and CES series; (2) with the real data, we only assume that the census series represent the truth; for the simulated data, they become in fact the true values; (3) with the real data, sampling variances are only assumed to be known; for simulations, variances really are known; (4) evaluation now can be based on multiple simulation runs rather than on a single realization of the real data.
Figure 1. Standardized direct estimates vs normal vs simulated densities
In Figure 2 , we plot posterior mean model estimates for one example domain, out of the total of 2233 domains considered in the study. This example (domain #55 in Education, supersector 6561) serves as illustration of the CES (annual) estimation cycle and how the estimators perform over this period.
The months are plotted on the x-axis, the employment levels are on the y-axis. The estimation procedure starts at month t=0, which is September, 2008, in our case. The black line with larger black circles shows the true QCEW-based series. At the time of estimation, the truth is, of course, unknown -QCEW data become available with the lag of 6 to 9 months. The blue line represents the direct sample-based estimator. As we can see, the values of the monthly direct estimator may be extreme, most notably the changes in months 2-to-3 and 3-to-4. The direct estimates are notorious for containing extreme values. However, by the 12-th month of estimation, the direct estimator comes back closer to the QCEW.
Apparently, the extreme changes, as in months 3 and 4, affect the results for the FH estimator (the brown line). This is corrected in the FHt model, as well as in all the other models.
Figure 2. Estimation in Domain #55 of Industry 6561
The largest improvement from our models comes from this correction to extreme values in the direct sample estimates. The multivariate models perform consistently better in this case than the univariate models, though the improvement is much less. The mCFHtc model best captures the dips in employment at months 2 and 10.
Figure 3 presents boxplots that display the distribution (within 95% credible intervals) of the modeled estimates around the true QCEW-based monthly ratios. Simulations as we designed them -using the monthly QCEW values as truth -give us opportunity to compare the results of modeling for each month over the estimation period. Panels in Figure 3 represent months from 1 to 12 (i.e., October through September, with September 2008 as the benchmark month 0). The boxplots are given for four estimators: FH, FHt, CFHt, and mCFHtc. The true value in each month is subtracted from the set of posterior draws for each model. Models other than FH generally perform similarly -and better than FH -in the efficient coverage of the truth. The distribution of the FHt model estimators in most months has narrower credible intervals; however, in about half of the months the 25-75% quantiles of the FHt distribution do not include the true values; the clustering models perform relatively better in covering the true values, although in most months their distribution is slightly wider than the distribution of the FHt estimator. Numerical evaluation is presented in Table 2 . The results are based on average over 5 S  sets of simulated data. For employment levels, after 12 months of estimation, the following mean absolute deviation measure for each industry was used:
As in the case of the real data, any of the models is an improvement relative to the direct estimator. Similar to the real data results, FHt model is worse than FH in a few industries, notably, in Mining and Manufacturing. As noted in Section 4.2, FHt gives more weight to the auxiliary historical value that was not a good predictor in that year, given the linear model considered. Similarly to the real data case, this unfortunate effect is alleviated by the CFHt model.
The multivariate models give results that are better than the results from the univariate models; accounting for correlation in sampling errors helped in most industries. An interesting result of note is that, similar to the univariate case, clustering in the multivariate model improved estimates in the Goods Producing industries.
Summary and Discussion
In this paper, we presented a collection of hierarchical models of similar construction to the Fay-Herriot that estimate a de-noised latent response process. Each model relaxed some of the assumptions of the base Fay-Herriot model formulation to allow the data to better learn the distribution and dependence structure in the survey direct estimates. The computations were implemented by application of the ADVI algorithm with the use of the Stan modeling language, such that our models may be readily employed by both BLS and among practitioners. The computations are relatively fast and easy to implement in the production environment.
Relaxing the assumption of normality of the sampling errors and replacing it with the Student's t distribution lead to significantly improved estimators. The other enhancements displayed small but notable improvements. Accounting for possible clustering of random effects benefited several industries, especially in the Goods Producing sector; accounting for correlation in sampling errors also improved estimates in some industries. This paper's results may be regarded as a pilot study. The models need to be tested on multiple years of the CES data, as well as for the other CES estimation structure that is currently used for publication at detailed geography. Our simulation study, however, does provide a more general indication that our multivariate and probabilistic clustering models would be expected to out-perform on multiple years of CES data because we generated multiple samples under conditions where we know the true values and have removed seasonality differences. 
